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STELLA CIDRE  crisp and refreshing cider made from hand-picked apples. The taste of 
red apple and peachy, apricot accents complement the subtle flavor of orange, giving it  
a refreshing taste with a pleasing wood finish.  | ABV: 4.5% .................................  $4.25 

ROGUE HAZELNUT BROWN NECTAR Nutty twist on a European brown ale, offers a 
hazelnut aroma with rich nutty flavor and a smooth malty finish | ABV: 5.6%  ........ $4.50 

ROGUE DEAD GUY ALE Deep honey color with a malty aroma and a rich, hearty flavor. 
Deadicated to the rogue in each of us | ABV: 6.8% ................................................ $4.50

ALASKAN AMBER Richly malty and long on the palate, just enough hop backing to make 
this beautiful amber colored “alt” style beer notably well balanced. | ABV: 5.3% .... $4.50 

ALASKAN KICKER SESSION IPA Inspired by 24 hrs of daylight, Kicker is an anytime brew 
with fruity Citra and Amarillo hops and a burst of bright citrus aroma | ABV: 4.5% .  $4.50 

GUINNESS Perfect balance of bitter and sweet with malt and roast characters and a 
sweet coffee smell that is smooth and creamy | ABV: 4.2% ..................................  $4.50

GOOSE ISLAND IPA Classic India Pale Ale is a hop lover’s dream with a fruity aroma, set 
off by a dry malt muddle and long hop finish | ABV: 5.9% .....................................  $4.50

LEINENKUGEL’S SUMMER SHANDY Traditional weiss beer with refreshing natural 
lemonade flavor that makes it the perfect summer beer | ABV: 4.2%. ......................  $3.75 

LEINENKUGEL’S HONEY WEISS Features a touch of real Wisconsin honey, this is a 
golden-hued traditional American weiss beer | ABV: 4.9% .....................................  $3.75

STELLA ARTOIS a classic Belgian lager, golden in color with exceptional clarity and a 
spicy hop character.ABV: 5.0%  ............................................................................. $4.50

SPACE DUST IPA The hopping in this India Pale Ale is pure starglow energy, with  
Chinook to bitter and late and dry additions of citra and amarillo  | ABV: 8.2% ........  $5.25 

SHOCK TOP BELGIUM WHITE A medium-bodied, spiced Belgian-style wheat ale with  
real orange, lemon, and lime peels, with a little coriander spice |  ABV: 5.2% .........  $3.75 

SAM ADAMS Boston lager, perfectly balanced, full-bodied original brew  
ABV: 4.9%.  .........................................................................................................  $4.50 

SAM ADAMS PORCH ROCKER Crisp and bright, with a tart lemon flavor  
and clean finish | ABV: 4.5%  ...............................................................................  $4.50 

BLUE MOON  Belgian-style Wheat Ale using Valencia orange peel for a subtle  
sweetness, with a touch of coriander | ABV: 5.4%.  ..............................................  $4.50

SURLY COFFEE BENDER Coffee-flavored American Oatmeal Brown Ale with intense  
coffee flavors balanced by the oats in the malt, with a cappuccino-like creaminess  
ABV: 5.1%. ...........................................................................................................  $4.50  

SURLY FURIOUS A crimson-hued ale that delivers waves of citrus, pine and  
camel-toffee, plus it has the hop-fire your taste buds love | ABV: 6.6%. ................  $4.50 

DESCHUTES BLACK BUTTE PORTER Creamy smooth chocolate and coffee  
roasted flavor | ABV: 5.2%  ..................................................................................  $4.50

BUD A medium-bodied, flavorful, crisp American-style lager, known as 

“The King of Beers” | ABV: 5.0% ...........................................................................  $3.00 

BUD LT A light, American macro lager with a clean, crisp taste that makes it the 

world’s best selling light beer | ABV: 4.2%  ...........................................................  $3.00 

GOLDEN LT Premium cold-filtered light lager beer, light fruit and malt aromas, a medium 
body, a slightly sweet taste and an exceptionally smooth finish.| ABV: 4.1%  .........  $3.00

COORS LIGHT A crisp light beer that is aged below freezing, filtered cold to get the 
brilliant bright appearance and bottled at the pear of freshness | ABV: 4.2%.........  $3.00

MILLER LITE The original light beer. Made with authentic ingredients and a 21-day brew-
ing process to bring a balace of lightness and taste to perfection | ABV: 4.2%. .....  $3.00 

SHOOTING STAR 777 (BLUE POINT TOASTED LAGER) A balanced flavor of malt and 
hops makes for easy drinking with a long-lasting smooth finish | ABV: 5.5%. ........  $3.75 
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